
TEXTRON AVIATION 
Registered and Common Law Marks

Mark Goods and Services Images

À LA CARTE (Wares) (1) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots

ABLE (12) Full line of replacement parts for aircraft. 
(37) Services for aircraft maintenance, repair.

ART (37) Customer service, namely airplane maintenance and repair 
services to grounded aircraft. 
(39) Delivery of aircraft parts and mechanics to grounded aircraft 
via airplane.

ART AIR RESPONSE TEAM (37) Customer service, namely airplane maintenance and repair 
services to grounded aircraft. 
(39) Delivery of aircraft parts and mechanics to grounded aircraft 
via airplane.

ASCENT & Design (Wares) (1) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots.

AUXADVANTAGE (37) Maintenance and repair of aircraft auxiliary power units.

B & Design (12) Aircraft; airplanes and structural parts therefor.

B Beechcraft & Design (12) Rolling stock for railways; aerial transportation facilities; 
sleighs (vehicles); repair outfits for inner tubes.

BARON (12) Airplanes and parts thereof.

BEECHCRAFT (12) Airplanes and parts therof.

BEECHCRAFT (in Chinese 
characters)

(12) Aircraft; aerial transportation facilities; vehicles for 
locomotion by land, air water or rail; motorcycles; automobiles; 
automobile tyres; trolleys; rolling stock for railways; sleighs 
(vehicles); bicycles.

BEECHCRAFT (Stylized) (12) Airplanes of all kinds and structural parts thereof.



Mark Goods and Services Images

BEECHCRAFT KING AIR 360 (12) Aeroplanes; aircraft; aeronautical apparatus, machines and 
appliances; aircraft wings; aircraft fuselage; aircraft landing gear; 
aircraft fuselage; aircraft seat; aircraft propeller; airplane tyre. 

BEECHCRAFT PREMIER (Wares) (1) Aircraft and structural parts therefor.

BEECHCRAFT PREMIER (12) Aircraft and structural parts therefor. 
(37) Aircraft maintenance and repair.

BEECHCRAFT PREMIER (12) Aircraft and structural parts therefor. 
(37) Aircraft maintenance and repair.

BEECHJET (12) Airplanes and parts thereof.

BLACKMAC (12) Aircraft propellers.

BLACKWORKS MCCAULEY (12) Aircraft propellers. 
(25) Clothing, namely, hats, shirts, t-shirts, and jackets.

BONANZA (12) Aircraft and structural parts therefor. 
(37) Aircraft maintenance and repair.

CARAVAN (12) Airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; 
seaplane.

CARAVAN (In Chinese) (12) Airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; 
seaplane.

CARGOMASTER (12) Airplanes.

CESSNA (12) Airplanes, aircraft, and structural parts thereof.

CESSNA & Design (Logo) (36) Banking services, namely, the financing of leasing and 
purchasing of aircraft.

CESSNA & Design (Logo) (12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

CESSNA & Design (Logo) (25) Clothing, namely, jackets, shirts and caps.

CESSNA (in Chinese 
Characters)

(12) Aeroplanes.



Mark Goods and Services Images

CESSNA AUTHORIZED 
INDEPENDENT NDI FACILITY

(42) Technical supervision and inspection in the field of structural 
integrity of aircraft.

CESSNA CITATION PARTS 
INTERNATIONAL SERVE - 
SUPPORT - SURPASS & Design

(35) Distributorship services in the field of aircraft parts, 
including the parts of others.

CESSNA SKYCOURIER (12) Aircraft and structural parts therefor.

CITATION (25) Jackets, sweaters, shirts and hats.

CITATION (12) Airplanes, aircraft, and structural parts therefor.

CITATION (in Chinese) (12) Airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; 
shock absorbing springs for vehicles; vehicle wheels; brakes for 
vehicles; seats (vehicle -); windows for vehicles; brake shoes for 
vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; seaplane.

CITATION HORSESHOE Logo (12) Airplanes.

CITATION LATITUDE (12) Airplanes, aircraft, and structural parts therefor.

CITATION LONGITUDE (12) Airplanes and structural parts therefor.

CITATION M2 (12) Aircraft.

CITATION X (12) Airplanes.

CJ1 (12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

CJ1+ (12) Airplanes.

CJ2 (12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

CJ2+ (12) Airplanes.

CJ3 (12) Aircraft.

CJ4 (12) Airplanes.

CPC (41) Educational services providing a course of instruction in 
flight training.



Mark Goods and Services Images

CPC (Serv) Educational services providing a course of instruction in 
flight training.

DENALI (12) Airplanes, aircraft, and structural parts therefor.

DESIGN (Cessna Logo Red/
White/Blue)

(12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

DESIGN (Cessna Logo) (14) Lapel pins and other jewelry. 
(16) Calendars and writing pens. 
(18) Luggage, duffel bags, and luggage tags. 
(28) Scale model airplanes.

DESIGN (Cessna Logo) (12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

DESIGN (Gryphon) (09) Flight simulators.

DESIGN (mustang) (12) Aircraft.

EVERYBODY NEEDS A LIFT 
EVERY NOW AND THEN

(39) Air transportation services in the nature of charitable 
airlift services for Special Olympics athletes, their families and 
caregivers, excluding transportation for hire.

FFS X A NEW WORLD (Wares) (1) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots.

GRAND CARAVAN (12) Airplanes.

H & Design (Hawk) (12) Aircraft; airplanes and structural parts therefor.

HAWKER (37) Maintenance, repair, refitting, refurbishment and renovation 
of aircraft and of parts and fittings therefor.

HAWKER (12) Airplanes and structural parts therefor.

HAWKER BEECHCRAFT (12) Aircraft and structural parts thereof.

HAWKER BEECHCRAFT (37) Repair and maintenance of aircraft; installation, repair and 
maintenance of aircraft parts and accessories; modification of 
aircraft and of aircraft parts and accessories .



Mark Goods and Services Images

INSIGHT (Wares) (1) Flight training devices to be used by pilots learning to 
fly planes powered by twin-turboprop or piston-driven engines 
and software and hardware for flight simulation.

KING AIR (12) Airplanes and parts therefor.

KING AIR 360 (12) Aeroplanes; aircraft; aeronautical apparatus, machines and 
appliances; aircraft wings; aircraft fuselage; aircraft landing gear; 
aircraft seat; aircraft propeller.

LINXUS (42) Diagnostic services in the field of aircraft.

MCCAULEY (12) Aircraft parts-namely, propellers and propeller governors.

MCCAULEY (37) Propeller overhaul and repair.

MCCAULEY & Design (Airplane) (12) Aircraft components, namely, propellers and parts thereof.

MECHTRONIX & Design (Serv) (1) Technical support for flight training simulator systems, 
training of use of flight training simulator systems. 
(Wares) (1) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots, software and hardware for flight simulator systems.

MUSTANG (12) Aircraft and parts thereof.

POWERADVANTAGE (36) Providing extended warranties on aircraft engines.

PREMIAIR AVIATION (Stylized) & 
Design (Rays)

(37) Aircraft maintenance.

PREMIER (12) Airplanes.

PROADVANTAGE (37) Aircraft repair and maintenance.

PROOWNERSHIP (35) Aircraft ownership management services; pilot services, 
namely, recruitment services relating to temporary crew 
coverage; and consultation services in the field of aircraft 
management for owners and pilots. 
(37) Aircraft repair and maintenance servic

PROPARTS (37) Aircraft maintenance services.

PROPROPELLER (37) Aircraft repair and maintenance.

PROPROPELLER (37) Aircraft repair and maintenance.



Mark Goods and Services Images

QTG STUDIO (Wares) (1) Aircraft flight simulators for training aircraft pilots; 
printed brochures, pamphlets and manuals for training pilots on 
full flight simulators for aircrafts; computer software for training 
pilots on full flight simulators for aircrafts; promo

REALFEEL (09) Control loading system comprising hardware and software 
for flight simulators used for training pilots and other users of 
fixed and rotary wing aircraft.

SERVICEDIRECT (Serv) Aircraft maintenance and repair services.

SKYCATCHER (12) Airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; 
shock absorbing springs for vehicles; vehicle wheels; brakes for 
vehicles; seats (vehicle-); windows for vehicles; brake shoes for 
vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; seaplane.

SKYCATCHER (in Chinese 
Characters)

(12) Airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; 
shock absorbing springs for vehicles; vehicle wheels; brakes for 
vehicles; seats (vehicle-); windows for vehicles; brake shoes for 
vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; seaplane.

SKYCOURIER (12) Aircraft and structural parts thereof.

SKYHAWK (12) Airplanes.

SKYLANE (12) Airplanes.

SOVEREIGN (12) Airplanes and structural parts thereof.

STATIONAIR (12) Airplanes.

SUPER CARGOMASTER (12) Airplanes.

TAPADVANTAGE (37) Aircraft maintenance and repair services.

TEXTRON AVIATION (In 
Chinese)

(12) Amphibious airplanes; aeroplanes; aircraft; ultralight aircraft; 
aircraft propeller; prop; jet; light aircraft; turbo-prop aircraft; 
turbojet.

TRAINING @ HOME (Wares) (1) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots.

TRU (In Chinese) (09) Computer software, recorded; downloadable electronic 
publications; flight simulators for aircraft; computer hardware; 
flight simulators. 
(41) Training; education information; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; providing on-line electro



Mark Goods and Services Images

TRU SIMULATION + TRAINING 
(Stylized)

(09) Flight simulators for pilot and aircrew training. 
(41) Training for pilots and aircrew in the field of flying, both in 
and out of simulators.

TRU SIMULATION + TRAINING 
(Stylized) & Design (Color) 
SIMULATION + TRAINING & 
Design

(Serv) Technical support for flight training simulator systems, 
training of use of flight training simulator systems. 
(Wares) Computerized flight training simulator systems for air 
pilots, software and hardware for flight simulator systems.

WHERE INNOVATION TAKES 
FLIGHT

(Serv) (1) Training on aircraft full flight simulators; preparing 
audio-visual presentations in the field of aircraft simulators. 
(Wares) (1) Commercial aircraft full flight simulators; printed 
materials relating to aircraft full flight simulators, namely

WOLVERINE (12) Aircraft.

XLS (12) Aircraft.

XLS+ (12) Airplanes.


